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Abstract：Limited by the properties of infrared detector and camera lens, infrared images are often 
detail missing and indistinct in vision. The spatial resolution needs to be improved to satisfy the 
requirements of practical application. Based on compressive sensing (CS) theory, this thesis presents 
a single image super-resolution reconstruction (SRR) method. With synthetically adopting image 
degradation model, difference operation-based sparse transformation method and orthogonal 
matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm, the image SRR problem is transformed into a sparse signal 
reconstruction issue in CS theory. In our work, the sparse transformation matrix is obtained through 
difference operation to image, and, the measurement matrix is achieved analytically from the 
imaging principle of infrared camera. Therefore, the time consumption can be decreased compared 
with the redundant dictionary obtained by sample training such as K-SVD. The experimental results 
show that our method can achieve favorable performance and good stability with low algorithm 
complexity. 

1. Introduction 

In the field of image application, detail missing limits image visual effect and target recognition. As 
image resolution is severely limited by the number and size of the detector pixels, the most direct 
way to improve image resolution lies in optimizing image sensor manufacturing process to reduce 
the pixel size and increase the number of pixels. However, reducing pixel size might bring in higher 
image noise and increasing the number of pixels will reduce efficiency of sensor. Meanwhile, the 
cost of high-resolution imaging equipment has increased dramatically, which hinders their 
application and promotion [1]. 

SRR is a hotspot in the fields of image processing theory and engineering application. And it’s 
an effective method to solve problem about image details missing in specific application scenarios. 
Based on imaging theory and optical lens model, SRR is built by image processing method, 
effective algorithm, and computer software technology. It can be used to restore or approximate the 
real scene of high-resolution (HR) images from low-resolution (LR) images effectively [2]. 

Harris and coworkers first proposed processing single image in spatial domain [3]. In 1984, Tsai 
and Huang proposed another method to improve image resolution in the frequency domain initially 
[4]. With ever-growing breakthrough in field of signal processing, many excellent algorithms have 
emerged, such as wavelet decomposition, CS theory, etc. CS theory, nominated top ten 
breakthroughs by American Technology Review in 2007, shows that you can use nonlinear 
algorithm to reconstruct signal perfectly from discrete signals captured randomly at far less than the 
Nyquist sampling rate. Now it is widely used in process of image SRR [5-6]. 

SRR is the process evolving from LR image to HR image. It’s a typical ill-posed problem, thus, 
extra information must be generated. In the light of the sources of the extra information, SRR 
methods include interpolation, study-based method and reconstruction-based method [7].The typical 
interpolation methods consist of nearest neighbor, bilinear, bicubic and spline interpolation. It is the 
simplest, fastest, but the worst method. Now the main direction of interpolation is to develop edge 
enhancement algorithm based on edge and texture features and distribution characteristics of image 
in spatial and transform domain [8-12]. The study-based method is to build a symbiotic model for the 
high and low resolution images pair by sample learning, then the high frequency details are 
generated and supplemented to LR images [13-16]. But the learning process will be complex and 
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time-consuming, and sample training method is not conducive to depict image character. The 
reconstruction-based method can obtain efficacious extra information from LR image sequences 
and achieve excellent reconstruction performance. The main effective algorithms include frequency 
domain method [4] and spatial domain method [17-19]. 

The starting point of this paper is that: the LR image is regarded as a down-sampling of a HR 
image, and then the HR image is reconstructed using the sparse signal reconstruction algorithm of 
CS. To accelerate computing speed, the sparse transformation of HR image is obtained directly by 
the spatial distribution characteristics of image instead of training redundant dictionary. This 
method can eliminate the dependence on samples and achieve good reconstruction results with fast 
speed.  

2. Image super-resolution reconstruction method based on difference operation 

2.1 The principle of image super-resolution reconstruction based on compressive sensing 

Conventional signal compression process is that: collect signals first according to Nyquist sampling 
theorem [20], and then compress signals. However, collection and compression are made together in 
CS theory. CS theory mainly includes three aspects: signal sparse representation, construction of 
signal measurement matrix and signal reconstruction algorithm.  

The premise of using CS theory is that signals can be represented sparsely. Natural signals are 
generally non sparse, but most of them are sparse in some transform domain. A real signal of length 
N can be expressed as a column vector x, and two-dimensional image signals can be arranged in 
one-dimensional signal by row. Suppose  

1

N

i i



is a set of orthogonal basis in NR space，expressed as 

matrix: 1 2[ , ,... ]N    ，then N-dimensional signal x  can be expressed as Eq.(1). 

1

N

i i
i

x 


   or  x   .                                                      (1) 

where， 1NR  is the projection of x  in space Ψ. If there is only K (K<<N) non-zero 
coefficients in  , and the other coefficients are all 0 (or close to 0), then we regard signal x  as 
sparse or compressible and Ψ as the sparse matrix of signal x. 

According to the Restricted Isometry Property(RIP)[21], we can use an observation matrix
M NR  (M<<N)(irrelevant to the sparse matrixΨ) to make linear observation on x to obtain the 

low dimensional observation y under the condition that x can be represented sparsely, then x can be 
reconstructed accurately from y by solving the optimization problems. Image dimension reduction 
takes place in down-sample step according to the imaging process of detector, so the down-sample 
matrix D can be regard as observation matrix, see Eq.(2).  

y Dx .                                                                     (2) 
where， 1My R  is observation signals， M ND R  (M<<N)is observation matrix. With matrix D, we 
can reduce the dimension of x from N to M. Since signal x can be sparse, the linear measurement 
process can be expressed as Eq.(3).  

y Dx D A     .                                                         (3) 
where, A is called sensing matrix. When A meets the RIP criterion, the process of solving   is 
regard as signal reconstruction. Namely, solving the following formula Eq.(4). 

min . =D
l

s t y   


arg .                                                (4) 

When l is 0, it is the optimization problem based on 0l -norm. 0l -norm problem is a NP-hard 
problem and difficult to be solved directly. Theoretical studies showed that the optimization 
problem of 1l -norm is equivalent to 0l -norm. Many methods can be used to solve 1l -norm problem: 
greedy algorithm, relaxation algorithm, Bayesian statistical optimization algorithm, etc. Greedy 
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algorithm includes Matching Pursuit (MP) and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP). Experiments 
show that OMP algorithm can reconstruct signal with high probability and has a faster convergence 
rate than MP, so we use OMP algorithm to reconstruct signal in this paper. 

 
2.2 Application of difference operation to achieve SRR of image block 

We also use CS algorithm to reconstruct image in this paper, but select new observation matrix and 
sparse decomposition matrix which are different from the conventional CS reconstruction 
algorithm. 

Regular observation matrices include random observation matrix (such as Gauss random 
observation matrix, etc.) and deterministic observation matrix (such as Chirps sensing matrix, etc.). 
The uncertainty of the random observation matrix needs to be eliminated by multi-average, which is 
difficult to achieve in hardware circuit. The exact reconstruction using deterministic matrix needs 
more measurement times. According to detector imaging principle, LR images can be considered as 
the result of dimension reduction, namely each point in LR image can be regard as the average of 
adjacent four points in HR image. With a view to practical application, we get down-sampling 
matrix D directly using above principle and observations of D on any image can store main 
information of original image.  

Sparse decomposition is usually achieved by training appropriate dictionaries to represent 
images, such as Fourier dictionary, K-SVD study-based method etc. These algorithms have good 
sparse effect on specific images, but they are complex and with long training time. This paper starts 
from the characteristics that the pixels within a local area of a natural image changes relatively flat, 
so the difference between a point and the average of its neighboring eight points is close to 0. 
Therefore, we can achieve sparse transformation by difference operation. Because the sparse 
transformation matrix only depends on the size of image and doesn’t need training process, the 
parse transformation method is simple and time-saving. 

The theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the correlation between the 
observation matrix and sparse transformation matrix is low, namely they satisfy the RIP condition 
well, so image can be reconstructed more accurately. 

When the image size is large, it is awful to calculate the transformation matrix. First of all, we 
divide the LR image into blocks. Then, the HR blocks are reconstructed from the LR image blocks. 
Finally, all the HR blocks are put together into a complete image. The algorithm flow chart is 
presented as Fig.1. 

2.2.1 Construction of observation matrix 

With a view to practical application, we get down-sampling matrix D directly based on the idea of 
“average over four points”. The construction process of D is：  

1)The pixel at row i column j  of block Y is denoted as ,i jY , 1, 2,...,i m , 1, 2,...,j n . The 

pixel at row 1i  column 1j  of block X is expressed as
1 1,i jX , 1 1,2,...,2i m , 1 1,2,...,2j n . 

According to the sampling model, the Eq.(5) are obtained. 

               i , j 2 i 1 1,2 j 1 1 2 i 1 2 ,2 j 1 1 2 i 1 1,2 j 1 2 2 i 1 2 ,2 j 1 2Y X X X X ) / 4                  （ .         (5) 

2)According to the construction method of column vector, ,i jY is the ( 1)n i j  element of 

column vector y , expressed as  n i 1 jy   . Similarly, 
1 1,i jX  is expressed as  1 12n i 1 jx   . So Eq.(5) can 

be rewritten as Eq.(6). 

                     n i 1 j 2n 2 i 1 2 j 1 1 2n 2 i 1 2 j 1 2 2n 2 i 1 1 2 j 1 1 2n 2 i 1 1 2 j 1 2
y x x x x ) / 4                      （ .    (6) 

3)For Eq.(6), changing i from 1 to m and j from 1 to n, we can get m×n calculation formulas 
corresponding to 1y 、 2y … mny , which reflect that each element of vector Y is related to some four 
elements of vector x. The down-sampling matrix D with m=n=4 is presented as Fig. 2. 
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(a)                     (b)                      (c) 

Fig. 4 LR infrared image used for algorithm testing 
 

 
 

 
 

 
(1)                    (2)                     (3)                     (4) 

Fig. 5 Comparison of the four algorithms: (1) Bicubic interpolation. (2) Reconstruction based on 
DCT. (3) Reconstruction based on K-SVD. (4) Algorithm of the paper 

 
It can be seen from Fig.5 that: The reconstruction images of bicubic interpolation are fuzzy and 

details unclear. The algorithm based on DCT dictionary has a good effect on the reconstruction of 
(a), but the reconstructed images of image (b) and (c) have ripples on the edge. The algorithm based 
on K-SVD dictionary is also good for the image (a), but there are some glitches on the edges with (b) 
and (c). However, the algorithm proposed in this paper showed good visual effect on all the 
reconstruction image (a), (b), (c). In addition, the time consumption of the four algorithms are 
compared. The reconstruction time of the four algorithms of the three LR images are shown in 
Table 1:  

 
Table 1 reconstruction time of four algorithms 

image\ 
algorithms 

bicubic 
interpolation 

based on DCT  based on K-SVD the paper’s  

image(a) 0.079941 [S]  28.442470 [S]  527.143008 [S] 27.156478 [S]  
image(b) 0.079603 [S]  17.738835 [S]  506.582265 [S]  16.174587 [S]  
image(c) 0.144095 [S] 28.209859 [S]  607.361172 [S]  27.675344 [S]  

 
It is clear from the table that the bicubic interpolation algorithm exhibits absolute advantages in 

time cost, but the reconstruction images are all indistinct in vision. The algorithm based on K-SVD 
needs the longest time due to training dictionary, so it is difficult to be used in system with high 
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real-time requirements. We adopt fixed DCT dictionary(without training process) in the algorithm 
based on DCT dictionary, thus, the algorithm is more time-saving than K-SVD, but the visual effect 
of reconstruction is varied within different pictures, and this hinders its further popularization. After 
comprehensive comparison, the proposed algorithm is time-saving, with satisfactory results, no bias 
for images, strong adaptability, and also good robustness.  

4. Conclusion 

A single infrared image SRR algorithm is proposed in this paper, which synthetically adopts image 
sampling model, image difference transformation algorithm and CS theory. Advantages of this 
algorithm include: it’s easy to achieve just using a single image; transform matrix can be 
constructed directly via difference operation without training process; sparse transformation based 
on difference operation is simple, fast and stable; thus it is especially suitable for infrared image 
SRR. 

Since reconstruction results may produce white noise when complex image details are involved, 
further improvement of the algorithm is needed. This phenomenon can be explained as: there are 
some correlation between observation matrix D and sparse matrix B, which may introduce some 
errors in image reconstruction and even cause the reconstruction of certain points to fail. In this 
paper, matrix D and matrix B are constructed separately, namely the irrelevant constraint conditions 
are not integrated into the construction of sparse matrix. But further research should be taken to 
construct a sparse matrix with lower correlation to the observation matrix under the RIP constraint. 
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